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Surface layer modification charts for gear grinding 

Stepan Jermolajeva,b , Ekkard Brinksmeier (l)a,b, Carsten Heinzel (2)a,b 

•Leibniz Institute for Materials engineer-ing, Division Manufactur-ing Tec/malagies, Badgasteiner Straße 3, 28359 Br-emen, Germany 
bUniversity of Bremen, MAPGX Center-for Materialsand Processes, 8ibliothekstraße 1, 28359 Bremen, Ger-mariy 

In this paper, an approach to predict thermo-mechanically induced changes of sub-surface properties during discontinuous profile gear 
grinding is presented. The approach faces industrial boundary conditions, such as varying material stock removal as weil as the 
drawback of possible localized thermal damage on the ground tooth flanks. The basic idea is to consider the sub-surface properties after 
grinding as a function of "tempering time" and temperature due tu the short-time heat treatment by the grinding process. Consequently, 
a time-temperature-diagram showing surface layer modifications for profile gear grinding based on the measurement of local contact 
zone temperatures has been set up. 
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1. lntroduction, motivation and research objective

During profile gear grinding an elevated risk for thermal 
damage exists due to the line contact between grinding wheel and 
workpiece [1) as well as due to the typical artefacts resulting 
from the case hardening, such as thin (10 - 20 �tm) surface 
oxidation layers with decreased hardness and increased ductility 
or localized very hard carbide netwurks. A further typical 
phenomenon cuntributing to thermal grinding damage results 
from varying material removal rates caused by the distortion of 
gear flanks due to the hardening process. 

The identification of thermal process limits has been a research 
topic of utmost importance in the past [2, 3, 4]. 

From a physics point uf view, the Formation uf surface layer 
properties is a function uf temperature, duration time of h!;lat 
impact as weil as mechanical impact [5). A simplified approach 
targeted for industrial boundary cunditiuns was proposed by the 
authors in (6). This approach is based on the premises uf Carslaw 
and Jaeger [7] and maps the resulting surface layer properties 
over two selected parameters of the Carslaw-Jaeger-solution for 
contact zone temperatures: maximum cuntact :wne temperatures 
'f'max and contact times Llt ( = /9 / Vft) (in so called surface 
modificatiun charts, Figure 1, right). 
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Figure 1. Sought time-temperature-diagram for discontinuou profile 
gear grinding. 

However, the applicability of the surface modification charts for 
profile gear grinding has been unclear due to significantly 

different characteristics of profile gear grinding compared to 
surface grinding that was investigated in [6) (Figure 2). In 
particular, in profile gear grinding, the heat input varies due tu 
both a varying local material stock remuval t:.s normal tu the 
gruund tuoth flank and a varying specific material remuval rate 
Q'w along the ground tooth profile. 

The complex process geometry of profile gear grinding also 
impedes the applicability of the so far cunventiunal thermal 
approaches like for example [2] due to a limited validity of the 
Carslaw-Jaeger-approach [7]. As a result, the Jack of industrially 
applicable approaches enforces multiple trial-and-error-tests 
leading tu significant effurts and custs. 

Therefore, the target uf this paper is tu examine the 
applicability of surfac!;l layer modification charts for profile gear 
grinding. Moreover, the demand for practical applicability 
f"!;lquires tu consider Chat the actual depths uf cut Ue, and thus the 
cuntact tim!;ls 6t ( = 19 / Vfo) are unknuwn due tu geumetrical 
deviations uf the gears resulting f rom previous production steps. 
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Figure 2. Analysis of local depth of cut a., material stock removal Lls and 
specific material removal rate Q' .. for a) discontinuous profile gear 
grinding after [1) and b) surface grinding. 
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